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“Yarrabee Slate”, open as a family owned and
operated business in 1978. At that time, indoor
slate floors were very popular.  Slate was sourced
from India and Africa and accounted for more
than 95% of our business.

As the Melbourne landscape industry developed
and flourished, products better suited to outdoor
applications were added.  This began with
Sandstone and now incorporates a vast range of
beautiful natural stone from Italy, Greece, China,
Spain, India, Egypt, Cambodia and Oman.

In 1953, a vein of a very beautiful and unique
stone was found in the hills not far from
Castlemaine, and the Castlemaine Slate and Stone
Quarry was created. 

In 2005, Yarrabee Slate acquired the quarry and
Yarrabee & Castlemaine Stone Solutions was born.  
Today it is one of Australia’s most iconic natural
stone products.    

At Yarrabee, we are dedicated to ensuring our
customers and partners are successful through a
strong focus on our 5 “etched in stone” principals:
- Provide the best purchasing experience possible
- Delivering the best possible project outcome
- Supplying only quality products
- Always provide accurate and truthful information
- Provide an outstanding level of service and care 
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Stone walling can completely transform your wall
into a visually appealing masterpiece. 

If you’re looking to achieve a natural Australian
look Yarrabee & Castlemaine offer several high-
quality natural stone walling options to choose
from. 
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In addition to their aesthetic appeal, natural stone
wall cladding is also known for its durability and
resistance to the elements. This makes it a
practical choice for outdoor applications where
they can withstand the test of time and continue to
look great for years to come.



RANDOM WALLING 
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Bogong

Summit

Barwon

Jindabyne

Peninsula Blend

Yarrabee's random (also known as organic) walling
range offers a wide selection of colour and texture
options to complement any design style. Random
walling can be used to create a variety of looks,
from rustic to modern, and everything in between. 

Wall Claddings are typically adhered to a suitable
subtrade and affixed with a high quality fit for
purpose tile adhesive.  When calculating the total
quantity of stone required consider both the face
metres and corners

Hotham Mawson



STRATA 
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Yarrabee's Strata (also known as linear) walling
range of ledgestone offers a unique and modern
design and is the perfect choice for those looking
to add a touch of elegance to their interior or
exterior space.

Crafted from high-quality materials, each piece is
carefully selected and handcrafted to ensure
exceptional durability and longevity. Available in a
variety of colors, Yarrabee Strata offers versatility 
 to suit any design style.

Bogong Goldfiends

Peninsula Hotham



MODULAR
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Dunolly

Yorkshire

Yarrabee's modular (also known as ashlar) walling
range is available in 2 premium varieties.

Whether you're looking to create a sleek and
contemporary feature wall, give your home's
exterior a bold new look or add a touch of 

 character to your fireplace, our Modular wall
cladding collection has you covered. Experience
the beauty and versatility of our Yorkshire or
Dunolly today and transform your space into a
work of art.
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